SOC 3811/5811:
BASIC SOCIAL STATISTICS

Hypothesis Testing

Hypothesis Tests
We will consider four different sorts of hypothesis tests, all
of which follow the same logic
1. Hypothesis Tests for Proportions

Use pො to infer p, the population proportion
2. Hypothesis Tests for Means
Use Yሜ to infer mY, the population mean of Y
3. Hypothesis Tests for Differences in Proportions
Use pො 1 − pො 2 to infer the difference between two population
proportions, p1 and p2
4. Hypothesis Tests for Differences in Means
Use Yሜ 1 − Yሜ 2 to infer the difference between two population
means, mY1 and mY2

How to Test a Hypothesis
1. State the null (H0) and alternative (H1) hypotheses
2. Check that the sample data conform to basic assumptions; if they
do not, then do not go any further
3. Choose an a probability level … that is, a probability associated
with incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis
4. Determine the “critical value” … that is, how large the test statistic
must be in order to reject the null hypothesis at the given a level
5. Calculate the test statistic
6. Compare the test statistic to the critical value
• If the test statistic is larger than the critical value, then reject H0 (with probability
of a of doing so even though H0 should not actually be rejected)
• If the test statistic is less than or equal to the critical value, then do not reject H0
(with probability of b of doing so even though H0 should be rejected)

Hypotheses about a Mean: Example #1
A 2001 census of penguins found that there were 12.1
penguins per square mile in Antarctica
Now researchers are interested in seeing how the size of
the population of penguins in Antarctica has changed
They randomly sampled 200 square mile sections in Antarctica,
and observed the number of penguins that lived on each section
In their sample they observed a mean of 11.7 penguins per square
mile, with s=2.3 penguins

Is this evidence sufficient to confidently conclude that the
size of the penguin population has changed?

Hypotheses about a Mean: Example #1
1. State the null (H0) and alternative (H1) hypotheses
Because we are asking whether the mean is different from a
particular value (as opposed to being either higher or lower
than a particular value), this is a two-sided hypothesis test
H0: m = 12.1
H1: m ≠ 12.1

Hypotheses about a Mean: Example #1
2. Check that the sample data conform to basic
assumptions; if they do not, then do not go any further
The random sample is small (<30) and symmetrically
distributed with no outliers, and the population of
measurements is bell-shaped (Not True)
--- or --The size of the random sample is large (≥30), regardless of
the shape of the distribution of the measurements in the
population (True)

Hypotheses about a Mean: Example #1
3. Choose an a probability level … that is, a probability
associated with incorrectly rejecting the null
hypothesis
Again, the precise a level we select is arbitrary, and varies
by discipline (and sometimes by journal or author)
Let’s go with a=0.01 in this example

Hypotheses about a Mean: Example #1
4. Determine the “critical value” … that is, how large the
test statistic must be in order to reject the null
hypothesis at the given a level
Because we are dealing with sample means, our test
statistic will be a t-score (not a Z-score)
What critical value t* corresponds to having 1%/2=0.5% of
the area under the normal curve above +t* and 0.5% of the
area under the normal curve below –t*?

Hypotheses about a Mean: Example #1
With a=0.01, N=200, and a two-sided test …
0.5%

}

}

0.5%

-3s

-2s

-2.626

-1s

m

+1s

+2s

+3s

2.626

… so our critical value t* is 2.626
H0: m = 12.1 … fail to reject H0 if |t| ≤ 2.626
H1: m ≠ 12.1 … reject H0 if |t| > 2.626

Hypotheses about a Mean: Example #1
5. Calculate the test statistic
All test statistics for hypothesis testing…
…subtract the population value that is assumed to be true under
the null from the observed (sample) value
…divide that figure by the standard deviation of the sampling
distribution of the statistic in question

For single means:
t=

Y − μY
sY Τ n

Hypotheses about a Mean: Example #1
In our example:
H0: m = 12.1
H1: m ≠ 12.1
Y = 11.7
sY=2.3
n=200
t=

Y − μY
sY Τ N

=

11.7 − 12.1
2.3Τ 200

= −2.459

Hypotheses about a Mean: Example #1
In our example:
H0: m = 12.1
H1: m ≠ 12.1
Y = 11.7
sY=2.3
n=200
t=

Y − μY
sY Τ N

=

11.7 − 12.1
2.3Τ 200

= −2.459

Hypotheses about a Mean: Example #1
6. Compare the test statistic to the critical value
– If the test statistic is larger than the critical value, then reject H0
(with probability of a of doing so even though H0 should not actually be rejected)

– If the test statistic is less than or equal to the critical value,
then do not reject H0 (with probability of b of doing so even though H should be rejected)
0

In our example, our critical value t* is 2.626
We obtained a test statistic of -2.459
H0: m = 12.1 … fail to reject H0 if |t| ≤ 2.626
H1: m ≠ 12.1 … reject H0 if |t| > 2.626
Conclusion? Fail to Reject H0

Hypotheses about a Mean: Example #1
With a=0.01, N=200, and a two-sided test …
0.5%

}

}

0.5%

-3s

-2s

-2.626

-1s

m

+1s

+2s

+3s

2.626

… so our critical value t* is 2.626
H0: m = 12.1 … fail to reject H0 if |t| ≤ 2.626
H1: m ≠ 12.1 … reject H0 if |t| > 2.626

Hypotheses about a Mean: Example #1
A 2001 census of penguins found that there were 12.1
penguins per square mile in Antarctica
Now researchers are interested in seeing how the size of
the population of penguins in Antarctica has changed
They randomly sampled 200 square mile sections in Antarctica,
and observed the number of penguins that lived on each section
In their sample they observed a mean of 11.7 penguins per square
mile, with s=2.3 penguins

Is this evidence sufficient to confidently conclude that the
size of the penguin population has changed? NO

Worksheet
Does the average undergraduate student bring more than
$40 to class?
Using data from a survey conducted on the first day of my
undergraduate research methods class, I found that the mean
amount of money that the 75 students had on them was $43 with
a standard deviation of $78 (Assume for now that students in my class represent a
random sample of all undergraduate students)

Use a=0.05

Hypotheses about Differences in
Proportions: Example #1
Are men and women equally likely to smoke?
To find out, I will use data from the General Social Surveys (GSS)
Among men: 2,839 out of 7,014 smoke (p=0.405, or 40.5%)

Among women: 2,886 out of 9,359 smoke (p=0.308, or 30.8%)

Is this sufficient evidence to confidently conclude that
men and women are not equally likely to smoke?

Hypotheses about Differences in
Proportions: Example #1
1. State the null (H0) and alternative (H1) hypotheses
Because we are asking whether or not the difference in
proportions is different from a particular value (zero), this is
a two-sided hypothesis test
H0: pM=pF
H1: pM≠pF

(or, pM—pF=0)
(or, pM—pF≠0)

Hypotheses about Differences in
Proportions: Example #1
2. Check that the sample data conform to basic
assumptions; if they do not, then do not go any further
The two samples must be independent and representative
of the two populations from which they were drawn (True)
As with confidence intervals, n1 pො 1 , n1(1— pො 1),
n2 pො 2 , and n2(1— pො 2) must all exceed 5 (and preferably 10)
(True)

Hypotheses about Differences in
Proportions: Example #1
3. Choose an a probability level … that is, a probability
associated with incorrectly rejecting the null
hypothesis
Let’s go with a=0.05 in this example

Hypotheses about Differences in
Proportions: Example #1
4. Determine the “critical value” … that is, how large the
test statistic must be in order to reject the null
hypothesis at the given a level
Because we are dealing with sample proportions, our test
statistic will be a Z-score
What critical value Z* corresponds to having 5%/2=2.5% of
the area under the normal curve above +Z* and 2.5% of the
area under the normal curve below –Z*?

Hypotheses about Differences in
Proportions: Example #1
With a=0.05 and a two-sided test …
2.5%

}

}

2.5%

-3s

-1s
-1.96

m

+1s

+3s
1.96

… so our critical value Z* is 1.96
H0: pM=pF … fail to reject H0 if |Z| ≤ 1.96
H1: pM≠pF … reject H0 if |Z| > 1.96

Hypotheses about Differences in
Proportions: Example #1
5. Calculate the test statistic
All test statistics for hypothesis testing…
…subtract the population value that is assumed to be true under
the null from the observed (sample) value
…divide that figure by the standard deviation of the sampling
distribution of the statistic in question

For differences in proportions:
Z=

pො 1 − pො 2 − 0
pො (1 − pො ) pො (1 − pො )
+
n1
n2

where

n1 pො 1 + n2 pො 2
pො =
n1 + n2

Hypotheses about Differences in
Proportions: Example #1
In our example:

pො M
pො F

pො =

Z=

= 0.405
= 0.308

nM = 7,014
nF = 9,359

nM pො M + nF pො F 7,014(0.405) + 9,359(0.308)
=
= 0.350
nM + nF
7,014 + 9,359

pො M − pො F − 0
pො (1 − pො ) pො (1 − pො )
+
nM
nF

=

0.405 − 0.308 − 0
0.350(1 − 0.350) 0.350(1 − 0.350)
+
7,014
9,359

= 12.9

Hypotheses about Differences in
Proportions: Example #1
In our example:

pො M
pො F

pො =

Z=

= 0.405
= 0.308

nM = 7,014
nF = 9,359

nM pො M + nF pො F 7,014(0.405) + 9,359(0.308)
=
= 0.350
nM + nF
7,014 + 9,359

pො M − pො F − 0
pො (1 − pො ) pො (1 − pො )
+
nM
nF

=

0.405 − 0.308 − 0
0.350(1 − 0.350) 0.350(1 − 0.350)
+
7,014
9,359

= 12.9

Hypotheses about Differences in
Proportions: Example #1
6. Compare the test statistic to the critical value
– If the test statistic is larger than the critical value, then reject H0
(with probability of a of doing so even though H0 should not actually be rejected)

– If the test statistic is less than or equal to the critical value,
then do not reject H0 (with probability of b of doing so even though H should be rejected)
0

In our example, our critical value Z* is 1.96
We obtained a test statistic of 12.9
H0: pM=pF … fail to reject H0 if |Z| ≤ 1.96
H1: pM≠pF … reject H0 if |Z| > 1.96
Conclusion? Reject H0

Hypotheses about Differences in
Proportions: Example #1
With a=0.05 and a two-sided test …
2.5%

}

}

2.5%

-3s

-1s
-1.96

m

+1s

+3s
1.96

… so our critical value Z* is 1.96
H0: pM=pF … fail to reject H0 if |Z| ≤ 1.96
H1: pM≠pF … reject H0 if |Z| > 1.96

Hypotheses about Differences in
Proportions: Example #1
Are men and women equally likely to smoke?
To find out, I will use data from the General Social Surveys (GSS)
Among men: 2,839 out of 7,014 smoke (p=0.405, or 40.5%)

Among women: 2,886 out of 9,359 smoke (p=0.308, or 30.8%)

Is this sufficient evidence to confidently conclude that
men and women are not equally likely to smoke?
YES

Worksheet
Did high school age boys’ condom use during last
intercourse increase between 2009 and 2014?
2009 Youth Risk Behavior Survey
69% of high school age boys used a condom
n = 2,640

2014 National Survey of Sexual Health and Behavior
79% of high school age boys used a condom
n = 57

Use a=0.05

Hypotheses about Differences in
Means: Example #1
Someone claims that women have better vocabularies than
men
To test this claim we use data from the General Social Survey,
which contains a short vocabulary test
In these data:
YM =5.93 s =2.200
nM=8,709
M
YF =6.01 s =2.153
nF=11,530
F

Is this evidence sufficient to confidently conclude that (in
the population) women have better vocabularies than
men?

Hypotheses about Differences in
Means: Example #1
1. State the null (H0) and alternative (H1) hypotheses
Because we are asking whether the difference in means is
less than a particular value (zero), this is a one-sided
hypothesis test
H0: mW ≤ mM
H1: mW > mM

(or mM—mF ≥ 0)
(or mM—mF < 0)

Hypotheses about Differences in
Means: Example #1
2. Check that the sample data conform to basic
assumptions; if they do not, then do not go any further
Each of the two random samples are small (<30) and
symmetrically distributed with no outliers, and the
populations of measurements is bell-shaped (Not True)
--- or --The size of the random samples are each large (≥30),
regardless of the shape of the distributions of the
measurements in the populations (True)

Hypotheses about Differences in
Means: Example #1
3. Choose an a probability level … that is, a probability
associated with incorrectly rejecting the null
hypothesis
Let’s go with a=0.05 in this example

Hypotheses about Differences in
Means: Example #1
4. Determine the “critical value” … that is, how large the
test statistic must be in order to reject the null
hypothesis at the given a level
Because we are dealing with sample means, our test
statistic will be a t-score (not a Z-score)
What critical value t* corresponds to having 5% of the area
under the normal curve below –t*?

Hypotheses about Differences in
Means: Example #1
With a=0.05, nM=8,709, nF=11,530, & a one-sided test:

}

5%

-3s

-2s

-1s

m

+1s

+2s

-1.646

… so our critical value t* is -1.646
H0: mW ≤ mM … fail to reject H0 if t ≥ -1.646
H1: mW > mM … reject H0 if t < -1.646

+3s

Hypotheses about Differences in
Means: Example #1
5. Calculate the test statistic
All test statistics for hypothesis testing…
…subtract the population value that is assumed to be true under
the null from the observed (sample) value
…divide that figure by the standard deviation of the sampling
distribution of the statistic in question

For differences in means:
t=

YM − YF − 0
2
sM
sF2
+
nM nF

Hypotheses about Differences in
Means: Example #1
In our example:
YM =5.93
sM=2.200
YF =6.01
sF=2.153
t=

YM − YF − 0
2
sM
sF2
+
nM nF

=

nM=8,709
nF=11,530

5.93 − 6.01 − 0
2.2002 2.1532
+
8,709
11,530

= −2.58

Hypotheses about Differences in
Means: Example #1
In our example:
YM =5.93
sM=2.200
YF =6.01
sF=2.153
t=

YM − YF − 0
2
sM
sF2
+
nM nF

=

nM=8,709
nF=11,530

5.93 − 6.01 − 0
2.2002 2.1532
+
8,709
11,530

= −2.58

Hypotheses about Differences in
Means: Example #1
6. Compare the test statistic to the critical value
– If the test statistic is larger than the critical value, then reject H0
(with probability of a of doing so even though H0 should not actually be rejected)

– If the test statistic is less than or equal to the critical value,
then do not reject H0 (with probability of b of doing so even though H should be rejected)
0

In our example, our critical value t* is -1.646
We obtained a test statistic of -2.58
H0: mW ≤ mM … fail to reject H0 if t ≥ -1.646
H1: mW > mM … reject H0 if t < -1.646
Conclusion? Reject H0

Hypotheses about Differences in
Means: Example #1
With a=0.05, nM=8,709, nF=11,530, & a one-sided test:

}

5%

-3s

-2s

-1s

m

+1s

+2s

-1.646

… so our critical value t* is -1.646
H0: mW ≤ mM … fail to reject H0 if t ≥ -1.646
H1: mW > mM … reject H0 if t < -1.646

+3s

Hypotheses about Differences in
Means: Example #1
Someone claims that women have better vocabularies than
men
To test this claim we use data from the General Social Survey,
which contains a short vocabulary test
In these data:
YM =5.93 s =2.200
nM=8,709
M
YF =6.01 s =2.153
nF=11,530
F

Is this evidence sufficient to confidently conclude that (in
the population) women have better vocabularies than
men?
YES

Worksheet
Do men and women tend to bring the same amount of
money to class?
Using data from a survey conducted on the first day of my
undergraduate research methods class, which included 21
men and 54 women, I found that men brought an average
of $38 with a standard deviation of $59, while women
brought an average of $45 with a standard deviation of $85
(Assume for now that students in my class represent a random sample of all
undergraduate students)

Use a=0.05

Want More?
David Lane’s Books
http://onlinestatbook.com/2/logic_of_hypothesis_testing/logic_h
ypothesis.html
http://davidmlane.com/hyperstat/logic_hypothesis.html

Lowry’s Book (Chapter 7)
http://vassarstats.net/textbook/

Dallal’s Book
http://www.jerrydallal.com/LHSP/sigtest.htm

Stat Trek’s Discussion
http://stattrek.com/hypothesis-test/hypothesis-testing.aspx

